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A Dynami Pre�x Tree for Servie Disovery withinLarge Sale GridsEddy Caron , Frédéri Desprez , Cédri TedeshiThème NUM � Systèmes numériquesProjet GRAALRapport de reherhe n° ???? � Ot 2006 � 20 pagesAbstrat: Within omputational grids, some servies (software omponents, linearalgebra libraries, et.) are made available by some servers to some lients. In spiteof the growing popularity of suh grids, the servie disovery, although e�ient inmany ases, does not reah several requirements. Among them, the �exibility ofthe disovery and its e�ieny on wide-area dynami platforms are two major is-sues. Therefore, it beomes ruial to propose new tools oping with suh platforms.Emerging peer-to-peer tehnologies provide algorithms allowing the distribution andthe retrieval of data items while addressing the dynamiity of the underlying network.We study in this paper the servie disovery in a pure peer-to-peer environment.We desribe a new trie-based approah for the servie disovery that supports rangequeries and automati ompletion of partial searh strings, while providing fault-tolerane, and partially taking into aount the topology of the underlying network.We validate this approah both by analysis and simulation. Traditional metrisonsidered in peer-to-peer systems exhibits interesting omplexities within our ar-hiteture. The analysis' results are on�rmed by some simulation experiments runusing several grid's data sets.Key-words: Servie disovery, omputational grids, peer-to-peer, pre�x treesThis text is also available as a researh report of the Laboratoire de l'Informatique du Paral-lélisme http://www.ens-lyon.fr/LIP.



Un Arbre de Pré�xe Dynamique pour la Déouverte deServie dans les Grilles de Calul Large ÉhelleRésumé : Dans les grilles des serveurs o�rent des servies aux lients a�n de réaliserdes aluls. Avant de pouvoir les utiliser, les lients doivent être à même de lesretrouver. Bien que les di�érentes solutions proposées depuis l'émergene des grillessoient e�aes sur des plates-formes relativement statiques et de petite éhelle, ellesne sont plus en adéquation ave la nature dynamique et à large éhelle des grillesfutures. Pour de tels environnements de nouveaux outils doivent être proposés,notamment des méanismes pour la déouverte de servies, qui devront être �exibleset passer à l'éhelle dans des environnements dynamiques. Nous étudions dans epapier la déouverte de servies pour des grilles de alul pair-à-pair. Nous proposonsune nouvelle arhiteture basée sur un arbre de plus long pré�xes.Mots-lés : Déouverte de servies, grilles de alul, pair-à-pair, arbres de pré�xes



A Dynami Pre�x Tree for Servie Disovery within Large Sale Grids 31 IntrodutionOver the last deade, grids onneting geographially distributed resoures (om-puting resoures, data storage, instruments, et.) have beome a promising infras-truture for solving large problems. However, several fators (sheduling, salability,seurity, resoure disovery, et.) still hinder their worldwide adoption. Among them,the servie disovery is a ruial feature to be onsidered. The servies of a grid is theset of software omponents made available by some servers within the grid to somelients. Traditional servie disovery approahes, e�ient in a stati and relativelysmall sale environment and based on entralized or semi-entralized arhitetures,lose their e�etiveness in dynami large sale environments, where future grids shalltake plae.The peer-to-peer tehnologies provide algorithms able to retrieve objets (dataitems, �les, et.) in dynami large sale environments. Iamnithi and Foster sug-gested in [7℄ that grids, that provide the infrastruture for sharing resoures but donot ope with the dynami nature of today's platforms, would take advantage ofadopting the peer-to-peer tehnology.In this paper, we restrit ourselves to the following issues:1. Automati ompletion/range queries. For instane, a user may want todisover all the servies of the SUN S3L library, whose every routine's namebegins with the S3L string. Note that a pre�x an be expressed as a range, forinstane: S3L* ≡ [S3L;S3M[ and range queries proessed similarly as partialstring queries.2. Multiriteria searh. As servies are desribed by a set of attributes (nameof the routine, operating system, et.), an important feature is the support ofqueries on several attributes.3. Fault-tolerane. The tool must remain e�etive faing the dynami natureof the underlying network, i.e., dynami joins and leaves of nodes.4. Loality awareness. To avoid poor routing performane, it is required totake into aount the loality of nodes in the underlying physial network.Our �rst intuition was to use Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs). DHTs, fully dis-tributed self-organizing fault-tolerant systems, were initially designed for extremelylarge systems (suh as musi �le sharing systems). They are salable in the sensethat the lookup operation, by key-based routing (KBR) requires a number of hopsRR n° 0123456789



4 E. Caron, F. Desprez, C. Tedeshiand a loal state that typially grow logarithmially in the number of nodes. Unfor-tunately, DHTs present two major drawbaks. First, the logial onstrution of theoverlay does not re�et the physial loality (IPs are randomly hashed), resulting inpoor routing performane. Seond, they only support exat math queries. Thesedrawbaks led us to propose our own arhiteture.The ontribution of this paper is alled the Distributed Lexial Plaement Table(DLPT) system. The DLPT is a novel arhiteture based on a longest pre�x treebuilt dynamially as servies are delared, supporting automati ompletion of partialsearh string, range queries and multiriteria searhes. To be e�etive over peer-to-peer platforms, the DLPT provides some fault-tolerane by repliation and partialdynami loality awareness. The developed algorithms are detailed in a messagepassing fashion. We give a validation of this arhiteture by detailing its omplexitiesand then by simulating the behavior of the DLPT with several data sets re�etingservies ommonly available on omputational grids.Setion 2 gives a brief overview of the state of the art in peer-to-peer tehnologiesproviding �exible disovery mehanisms and loality awareness. After having exposedhow we model servies in Setion 3, the Distributed Lexial Plaement Table (DLPT)is introdued in Setion 4. Setions 5 and 6 detail the algorithms used within theDLPT. Finally, validations of the DLPT are provided in Setion 7 by analysis andomparison to related works and in Setion 8 by simulation.2 Related workAs we already stated, DHTs do not address several of our requirements. First theysupport only exat math queries and seond, their logial onnetions do not re�etthe loality of peers in the physial network, resulting in poor performane routing.Many solutions to injet some loality into DHTs have been formulated [9, 15,18, 19, 20, 21℄. Unfortunately, those solutions apply mainly to tori and rings, andare not trivial to adapt to pre�x trees.Dealing with the �exibility of searhes over peer-to-peer networks, a series ofworks initiated by Harren et al. [11℄ and still in progress, aims at enhaning DHTswith more omplex mehanisms of disovery.INS/Twine [3℄ provides XML-based desriptions of resoures. [17℄ extends tra-ditional database operations to DHTs. Several approahes, based on spae �llingurves, suh as [8, 16℄ supports multi-dimensional range queries. [1℄ maps one-dimensional data spae to d-dimensional Cartesian spae by using the inverse Hilbertmapping. Built on top of multiple DHTs, SWORD [13℄ is an information servieINRIA



A Dynami Pre�x Tree for Servie Disovery within Large Sale Grids 5aiming at disovering omputing resoures on the grid by answering multi-attributerange queries.Closer to our approah, several works deal with trie-strutured peer-to-peer so-lutions. A trie-based approah outperforms other ones in the sense that logarithmilateny is ahieved by parallelizing the proessing of range queries in the severalsubtree pertained by the range. Skip graphs [2℄ is a trie-strutured approah alsosupporting range queries. The omplexity in term of messages for proessing rangequeries is in O(m log(n)), m being the number of nodes pertained by a range queryand n the total number of resoures. PHT [14℄ is also lose to our approah, but relieson a DHT, eah routing hop in the logial trie requires a DHT lookup. Nodewiz [4℄,also based on a trie, do not address the dynami joins and leaves of peers, assum-ing them reliable. Finally, [5℄ strutures the overlay itself as a trie ontaining theomplete key-spae. All these approah do not onsider the loality awareness issue.The key idea of our approah is to dynamially build a redued logial trie a.k.a.,longest pre�x tree of servies being delared. Eah node in the logial tree is mappedon the physial network, using a mapping mehanism, like a DHT. However, ourapproah is di�erent of [14℄ in the sense that we use the DHT as a pool of peers, therouting is done using only the links of the tree. Finally, our sheme opes with thedynami nature of the underlying network while partially and dynamially takinginto aount its loality, still using only the tree topology. It is important, to distintour approah with previous trie-based shemes to remind the following aspets of ourapproah. First, our logial tree is built aording to servies e�etively delared.Then, we ahieve repliation and partial loality awareness within the tree itself,periodially, without relying on an external devie and in a time logarithmi in thesize of the tree.3 Modeling serviesIn the remainder, we restrit to the following set of attributes: 1 - The name of theservie, i.e., the name under whih it is known, e.g., DGEMM from the BLAS [6℄ orS3L_mat_mult_addto from the SUN S3L library. 2 - The proessor type of theserver, for instane to avoid users to send misoded data, e.g., Power PC, x86, et.3 - The operating system of the server that presents di�erent harateristisand funtionalities, induing performane variations, e.g., Linux Mandrake, MACOS X, et. 4 - The loation of the peer allowing a lient to speify a mahineor a luster he's lose to or trusts. To ease the automati ompletion, we speifymahines/lusters/networks in reverse notation, e.g., fr.grid5000.*, edu.*, et. TheRR n° 0123456789



6 E. Caron, F. Desprez, C. Tedeshiloation an be spei�ed with its IP address, too. As illustrated on the Figurebeneath for the servie S desribing a DGEMM servie, available on a server equippedwith a Debian operating system and a Power PC proessor, the value of the serviesis its loation (to allow lients to onnet to it.) To allow the retrieval of the servieaording to eah of its attributes, a (key, value) pair is reated and stored for eahof them.S = { DGEMM, Linux Debian 3, PowerPC G5, om.grid.n1 }
↓(key, value)(DGEMM, n1.grid.om)(Linux Debian 3, n1.grid.om)(PowerPC G5, n1.grid.om)(om.grid.n1, n1.grid.om)4 The Distributed Lexial Plaement Table: a generaldesriptionIn this setion, we make a general desription of the ontribution of this paper, theDistributed Lexial Plaement Table (DLPT ).� DLPT funtionalities The DLPT stores servies' referenes under the shapeof (key, value) pairs. The DLPT supports exat math requests, on a givenkey, partial searh strings by providing automati ompletion. For instane,let us assume servies are desribed by their name, a lient sending the re-quest DTR will reeive all servies whose name begins with the DTR string,for instane DTRSM, DTRMM or DTRSV. It also supports, similarly, range queries.Multi-attribute searh an be ahieved by a simple extension.� Logial arhiteture. The logial struture used within DLPT is a reduedtrie a.k.a., a longest pre�x tree. We all the basi entity of this trie a logialnode. Eah logial node are identi�ed by one given key. We onsider two typesof keys: A node identi�ed by a real key stores the referene of at least oneservie. For instane, DGEMM is onsidered as a real key as soon as a server hasdelared a servie under the DGEMM name. Note that by onstrution, the leavesof the tree are identi�ed by real keys. A node identi�ed by a virtual key is theINRIA



A Dynami Pre�x Tree for Servie Disovery within Large Sale Grids 7root of a subtree whose nodes' IDs share this virtual key as ommon longestpre�x. Figure 1 shows the onstrution of suh a tree, when three servies aredelared sequentially.� Mapping the logial tree on the physial network The logial nodes aredistributed on the physial nodes of the underlying network. Let's all thempeers. A logial node is hosted by a peer. A peer has the ability to host zero,one or more logial nodes, eah logial node being a proess running on it. Thismehanism an be ahieved in di�erent ways. One approah is to use a DHT,but any tool ating as a repository (distributed or not) an replae it.� Routing omplexity. Whereas logial nodes of DHTs represent physialnodes, logial nodes of the DLPT represent keys of delared servies. Thus,the trie grows aording to the number of distint real keys delared. We detailomplexity onsiderations in Setion 7.� Fault-tolerane The DLPT is designed to take plae in a dynami environ-ment. It provides a mehanism of repliation of the nodes and links of the trie,in order to remain e�ient faing the departure of peers.� Loality awareness A greedy heuristi periodially determines a spanningtrie of the repliated one thus providing a partial loality awareness within thetrie.5 Creation and maintenane of the DLPT5.1 Construting and mapping the treeFirst reall that servies are delared in a dynami manner. We do not build a trie ofthe entire key-spae and then map it dynamially on the network, as several previousapproahes, we dynamially build it aording to servies being delared.We now onsider the insertion of one (key, value) pair. The pair is plaed insidethe tree aording to the key. Like in a DHT, the server that delares a servieobtains the address of a peer hosting a logial node of the tree by an out-of-bandmehanism (name server, web page, ...) and sends an insertion request to it. Therequest is routed within the pre�x tree until reahing the node that will e�etivelyinsert the pair. A gain of time ould be ahieved if sending all requests to the root,but it would require to know it from anywhere. Eah node, on reeipt of an insertionRR n° 0123456789



8 E. Caron, F. Desprez, C. Tedeshi

Figure 1: Constrution of a longest pre�x tree. Nodes storing some servies' refer-enes (labeled by real keys) are blak �lled, the others are labeled by virtual keys. (1)First a DGEMM is delared. (2) A DTRSM is delared resulting in the reation of theirparent, whose ID is their longest ommon pre�x D. (3) Finally, a DTRMM is delaredand the node DTR is reated.request on the S = (key = k, value = v) pair applies the following routing algorithm,onsidering four distint ases:
k is equal to the loal node identi�er. In this ase, k is already in the tree, nonode need to be added, the logial node inserts v into its table.
k is pre�xed by the loal node identi�er. The loal node searh among itshildren identi�ers, one key that shares one more harater than itself with

k. If suh a hild exists, the request is forwarded to it, else, no node identi�erin the tree pre�xes k with more haraters than the loal node identi�er. Anew logial node is reated as a hild of the loal node and hosted by a peer,
v is inserted in the table of the new node.The loal node identi�er is pre�xed by k. In this ase, if the identi�er of theparent of the loal node is equal to or pre�xed by k too, S must be insertedupper in the trie and the loal node forwards the request to its parent. Other-wise, S must be inserted in this branh, between the loal node and its parent.Suh a logial node is reated, hosted and given to insert v into its table.Default If the loal node has a parent and if the identi�er of the parent of theloal node is equal to or pre�xed by the ommon pre�x of k and the loal nodeidenti�er, the loal node forwards the request to it. Otherwise, the logial nodeINRIA



A Dynami Pre�x Tree for Servie Disovery within Large Sale Grids 9storing k and the logial node are siblings. However, their ommon parent doesnot exist (reall the example on the Figure 1). Two nodes must be reated, thefuture node identi�ed by k and storing S (sibling of the loal node) and theirparent whose identi�er is the ommon longest pre�x of k and the loal nodeidenti�er (possibly the empty string).We now brie�y disuss how to map the tree onto peers. A solution is to struturethe network within a DHT and then to hoose a peer to host a given node by usingthe DHT hash funtion on the node ID. Indeed, any DHT ould be used. Remindthat we only use the DHT as a pool of peers. Thus the insertion of a new peer insidethe DHT and the resulting possible redistribution of the data between peers is notapplied to the logial nodes. An issue we do not onsider in this paper is related toload balaning. Obviously, using a DHT to uniformly distribute the logial nodeson the peers does not ahieve an e�ient balaning of the workload, mainly for thefollowing reason. The load of a node depends on the popularity of the servie it storesand on its depth in the tree (nodes lose to the root are more soliited than leaveswhen routing requests). A �rst simple solution is to tune the repliation fator loallyto balane requests for a given logial node among its di�erent replias. Anothersolution is to rely on the DHT for this issue. DHTs make two ommon assumptions.First, they onsider the apaities of peers homogeneous what an not be ensuredon real grids. They also assumes that eah data item has the same probability to berequested. We do not disuss more this issue in this paper and let it for future work.We onsider that the load balaning is ahieved independently within the DHT. Werely on several reent works addressing the heterogeneity of both the apaity ofpeers and popularity of keys inside DHTs [10, 12℄. To adapt these works to ourase, it su�es to replae data items traditionally onsidered in DHTs by our logialnodes.Algorithm 5.1 gives the detailed pseudo-ode exeuted on a node reeiving an in-sertion request. The COMMONPREFIX funtion returns the longest ommon pre�xof two strings. The NEWNODE funtion reates a new logial node. The GETPEERfuntion alls the underlying mapping mehanism and returns the referene of a peer.The hostReq request is sent to the peer designated to host a newly reated node.The updateChild and addChild requests are sent to nodes that must update theirreferenes to their hildren. The ode exeuted inside these funtions and on reeiptof these requests are not given beause they are algorithmially trivial.RR n° 0123456789



10 E. Caron, F. Desprez, C. TedeshiAlgorithm 5.1 Insertion of a new servieConstants:
loc: loal logial node
loc.ID: ID of locVariables:
loc.children: set of hildren of loc

loc.parent: parent of loc

loc.host: address of the peer hosting loc

prefix: string
prefixParent: stringUpon RECEIPT of < logReq, ID >

prefix:= COMMONPREFIX(ID, loc.ID)if (SIZEOF(prefix) = SIZEOF(loc.ID) = SIZEOF(ID)) then// Node found. Storing the new servie.elseif (SIZEOF(prefix) = SIZEOF(loc.ID)) thenif (∃f ∈ loc.children | SIZEOF(COMMONPREFIX(f.ID, ID))
> SIZEOF(loc.ID)) thenSEND < logReq, ID> TO felse // A node n is reated as a hild of the loal node and hosted

n:= NEWNODE(ID, parent = loc, children = ∅)
n.host:= GETPEER()SEND <hostReq, n> TO n.host

loc.children+= {n}endifelseif (SIZEOF(prefix) = SIZEOF(ID)) thenif (loc.parent = ⊥) then//loc is the urrent root
n:= NEWNODE(ID, parent:=⊥, children:={loc})
n.host:= GETPEER() // but its parent is reatedSEND <hostReq, n> TO n.host // and hosted
loc.parent:=nelse
prefixParent:=COMMONPREFIX(ID, loc.parent.ID)if (SIZEOF(prefixParent)=SIZEOF(ID)) thenSEND <logReq, ID> TO loc.parent // going upelse // A node is reated between loc and loc.parent

n:= NEWNODE(ID, parent:=loc.parent, children:={loc})
n.host:= GETPEER()SEND <hostReq, n> TO n.hostSEND <updateChild, n> TO loc.parent

loc.parent:=nendif endifelseif (loc.parent = ⊥) and ((COMMONPREFIX(prefix, loc.parent.ID)= SIZEOF(pre�x)) thenSEND < logReq, ID > TO loc.parentelse // loc and the new node n are siblings, they need a parent p

p:=NEWNODE(prefix, parent:=loc.parent, children:={loc})
p.host:=GETPEER()
n:=NEWNODE(ID, parent:=p, children:={loc})SEND < hostReq, p > TO p.hostSEND < hostReq, n > TO n.hostSEND < addChild, n > TO p

loc.parent:=pendifendif5.2 Fault-tolerane and loalityTo fae the dynami nature of the underlying network and to ensure the onsistenyof the routing, we propose a repliation sheme. The repliation fator k, statiallyINRIA



A Dynami Pre�x Tree for Servie Disovery within Large Sale Grids 11�xed, denotes the number of distint peers on whih eah logial node must bepresent. Suh a repliated trie is shown in Figure 2 with k = 2.
Figure 2: Example of a repliated trie.To ahieve loality awareness within the trie, we try to minimize the ommuni-ation time in the repliated trie, by hoosing the best peer/replia for eah logialnode. For this purpose, reall that eah node of the trie have a semanti and we mustkeep one instane of eah node in this spanning trie, making this proess somewhatdi�erent of a traditional spanning tree algorithm. In addition, eah node has knowl-edge only about its parent and its hildren. An optimal spanning trie would requirethe storage on eah node of a routing table of size linear in the size of the networkand a omplexity of the algorithm quadrati in the size of the trie. Beause these as-pets would ompromise the salability of the system, the only possible minimizationis a loal one. We use a greedy heuristi loally hoosing the best peer among thereplias of eah logial node. This heuristi is integrated to the repliation proess,without modifying its time omplexity, bounded by the depth of the trie thanks tothe parallelism ahieved by treating eah branh in parallel.The repliation proess enhaned with greedy loality awareness, fully desribedby the part exeuted only by the root in Algorithm 5.2, periodially initiated byone of the urrent roots of the tree (on the Figure, there's only one root (1)), startsby the repliation of the root itself. The roots of the tree, and only them shape afully-onneted network, so eah root has knowledge about its replia. Eah rootbeing a potential starter of the repliation proess, we use a simple mutual exlusionsheme, not detailed here. The eleted root initiates the wave by testing the numberof its replias, let k′ be this number. It repliates k − k′ times itself on peers itdisovers via the mapping mehanism used. One the root is repliated, it sends asanReq request to itself, initiating the repliation of the trie (2).RR n° 0123456789



12 E. Caron, F. Desprez, C. TedeshiOn reeipt of a sanReq request, a node behaves as desribed in the part ommonto all nodes in Algorithm 5.2. It treats its logial hildren one by one. For eah ofthem, the loal node tests the number of reahable replias, gets the referenes ofpeers needed to reah k replias for this hild and sends a repliationReq requestto one of the urrent available replias that will send its logial node struture tothe peers obtained. It then determine the best peer/replia after repliation for thishild (through the GETBESTREPLICA funtion) and sends a sanReq request tothe peer/replia whih minimizes the ommuniation time with itself thus launhingthe repliation in this subtrie, then ontinuing asynhronously under eah hildrenof the root (3, 4). Note that the purpose of the loal hoie of the best replia ofeah logial hild is twofold. First it determines whih replia/peer will be used forthe routing to this hild until the next repliation proess starts. Then it designatesthe replia/peer responsible for the repliation of the subtrie of this hild.Algorithm 5.2 Initialization of the sanning proessConstants:
loc: the loal node
k: repliation fatorVariables:
loc.children: set of hildren of loc

n.R: set of replias of the node n// On the root only// Repliating the root, periodially
k′:=GETNBREPLICAS(loc)while k′ < k do

p:=GETPEER()SEND < hostReq, loc> TO p

k′++for all {f ∈ loc.children} do// Informing my hildren of their new parentSEND < addParent, p> TO fdone
loc.R+={p}done// Launhing the repliation in the trieSEND <sanReq> TO loc// On every nodeUpon RECEIPT of < sanReq>for all {f ∈ loc.children} do

k′:= GETNBREPLICAS(f)while k′ < k do
p:= GETPEER()SEND <repliationReq, p> TO f

f.R+={p}done
next:= GETBESTREPLICA(f.R)// Launh the san in this subtrieSEND < sanReq> TO nextdone

INRIA



A Dynami Pre�x Tree for Servie Disovery within Large Sale Grids 13

Figure 3: Repliation and loality.6 Interrogating the DLPTWe now desribe the mehanisms allowing the servie disovery aording to a keyor a range of keys.To proess a disovery request aording to a key, i.e., the traditional lookupoperation of DHTs, the DLPT exeutes the algorithm illustrated in Figure 4(a). Therequest is sent to a given node of the tree by the lient, is routed in a way similarto the one used for an insertion request. The destination node is the one that storesthe key requested by the lient, i.e., the node whose identi�er is the requested key.Finally, the node storing the key wanted sends the orresponding values of serviesbak to the lient.The proessing of partial keys request is made of two steps, shown on Figure 4(b).Let us onsider the DTR* request. The request is �rst routed aording to DTR, asRR n° 0123456789



14 E. Caron, F. Desprez, C. Tedeshifor an exat key, exept that the destination node is not the node identi�ed by therequested key, but the node identi�ed by the smallest key in the tree pre�xed bythe requested key. Let us all this node the responsible node of this request. Therequested keys are in the subtree whose root is this responsible node. One theresponsible node found, it remains to traverse in parallel every nodes of its subtree.Eah node sends its values to the lient and forwards the request to its hildren.The lient an stop listening the responses if satis�ed with the values reeived. Notethat a range query an be ahieved in a similar way than automati ompletion:The bounds of a range query have a ommon pre�x. It su�es to route the requestaording to this pre�x and then to launh the asynhronous traversal of its subtree,forwarding the request on eah reeiving node only to its own subtrees whose set ofIDs potentially overs the range.

a. Full key b. Partial keyFigure 4: The lient sends a disovery request to a node it knows (1). The request isrouted (2,3,4). Responses are sent bak to the lient from the node storing the keyor from the subtree whose root is the responsible node.Finally, for multi-attribute searhes, we reate one tree for eah attribute, andeah (key, value) pair is indexed within the tree orresponding to the attribute de-sribed by the key. To maintain only one tree for every attributes ould result inundesired behavior for instane if a servie is alled like a peer. To be sure of thenature of the information searhed, we build one tree per attribute. Considering ourmodel desribed in Setion 3, four longest pre�x trees are built. The value (loation)of the servie will be stored by sending an insertion request to eah tree. To per-INRIA



A Dynami Pre�x Tree for Servie Disovery within Large Sale Grids 15form an interrogation on several attributes, the lient sends one request to a node ofeah tree. For instane, to disover servies mathing the request {DTRSM, Linux*,PowerPC*, *}, the lient will send three requests (the reversed address is here notrequested by the lient). The request on DTRSM will be sent to the servies' tree,Linux* to the system tree and PowerPC to the proessors tree. Requests are inde-pendently proessed by eah tree and the lient asynhronously reeives the valuesand �nally just needs to interset the loations obtained to keep what really mathesits request.7 Analysis of the DLPTWe now detail the omplexities of the DLPT dealing with the metris used in P2Pnetworks. Let us onsider a pre�x tree of size n, A the alphabet that would be usedto generate keys stored in the tree. If we assume a max bound Tmax on the size ofthe keys, what seems realisti, the depth of the tree is also bounded by Tmax. In theworst ase, a request must be routed from a leaf to another via the root, what induesthat the number of hops is bounded by 2 × Tmax = O(Tmax) = O(1). Otherwise,the depth is in average logarithmi in the size of the tree. For requests requiring theompletion of a partial string, the number of hops required to reah the responsiblenode is again O(Tmax). Then, one an not avoid the traversal of all the nodes in thesubtree. This traversal is done in parallel in eah branh of the tree, again resultingin a time omplexity in O(Tmax). The number of messages required is in O(n). Amultiriteria request is also ahieved in parallel within eah tree, resulting in a timeomplexity bounded by the maximum of the Tmax of the trees. Also onsidering Aas a �nite set, eah node maintaining, by onstrution, an entry for eah potentialharater within its routing table, the size of the routing table is bounded by |A|.Pratially, it means that the routing table an be statially alloated (for instaneas a vetor of |A| ells). As a onsequene, the routing deision on eah node an beahieved in O(1) by sanning the ell orresponding to the next harater searhed.Table 1 summarizes several aspets of our related work ompared to us. Let usbrie�y ompare eah approah with ours. Skip Graph builds a skip lists based trie inwhih eah resoure is a node. The number of messages required to proess a rangequery within Skip graphs is in O(m log(n)), m denoting the number of resoureswithin the range i.e., a log(n) fator more than in our arhiteture. Pre�x HashTree builds a logial trie whose leaves managed the keys orresponding to its branhand are mapped onto peers of an underlying DHT. Sine the trie is built on topof a DHT, the lookup omplexity is in O(log(D) log(N)), N denoting the size ofRR n° 0123456789



16 E. Caron, F. Desprez, C. TedeshiFuntionality Skip Graphs PHT P-Grid DLPTInsertion O(log(n)) O(D) O(log(Π)) O(Tmax)Lookup O(log(n)) O(log(D) log(N)) O(log(Π)) O(Tmax)Range messages O(m log(n)) O(o) O(ΠR) O(m)Range time O(log(n)) O(D) O(log(Π)) O(Tmax)Fault-tolerane repair DHT-based repliation repliationLoality - - - greedyTable 1: DLPT and other approahesthe DHT and D the max size of the keys. o denotes the size of the output of arange query. P-Grid builds a trie with the whole key-spae, whih size is denoted Π.Eah leaf orresponds to a given pre�x and is assoiated with a peer. The depth ofthe P-Grid trie is stati in O(log(Π)). ΠR the size of the interval of a range query
R. Nodewiz assumes a stable underlying network, what makes it di�ult to use inpeer-to-peer environments. Contrary to those approahes, our arhiteture buildsa dynami longest pre�x tree that better re�ets the set of servies delared, thusavoiding useless hops, and pratially rarely reahing the max bound Tmax. l denotesthe size of the subtree pertained by a range query. As a more general omment, onlythe DLPT, even partially, ahieves some loality awareness.8 SimulationA simulator implementing the dynami reation of the tree and its interrogation withexat and partial keys has been developed. It has been tested with omputationalgrids data sets taken from real grids: 735 names of servies, 129 names of proessors,189 OS names and 3985 names or IPs of mahines. We �rst tested the number oflogial hops when proessing an insertion request. Figure 5 shows the number oflogial hops to proess the request by hoosing a random ontat node. For theseexperiments, the four data sets plus a data set ontaining 10000 random stringshave been used. The urve follows a logarithmi behavior, even for the set of 10000random strings, illustrating the salability of the system.We have also studied how the tree grows aording to the number of distintdelared keys. Eah key of eah data set is now inserted one. As we see on Figure 6,the total number of nodes in the tree (identi�ed by virtual keys or real keys) isproportional to the inserted keys (real keys). The whole set of experiments showsINRIA
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Figure 5: Average number of logial hops.a reasonable proportion of nodes storing virtual keys, near 30% with a standarddeviation of 2.4%.Finally we have studied the number of logial hops on the submission of interro-gation requests. The results illustrated on Figure 7 are similar to those observed oninsertion requests.9 ConlusionWe have desribed a novel tool, enhaning omputational grids with a peer-to-peerapproah o�ering a �exible large sale servie disovery by supporting multiriteriarange queries, while providing fault-tolerane and taking into aount the underlyingloality. Traditional metris exhibit interesting omplexities within our arhiteture.This is, to our knowledge, the �rst tree-based approah injeting some loality di-retly within the tree struture. We are urrently studying some repair mehanismswithin the tree, as an alternative to the repliation proess. We are also arryingout a more theoretial study of the potential gain of mapping trees over DHT-likenetworks. We also fous on loality issue in the same way. Finally, we plan to de-RR n° 0123456789
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